
Need to communicate?
Talk to us about your options.

“We will have you on-line in the shortest call out time in the industry.”
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MCN Cabling LTD

MCN is a full service network and 
telecommunications company that 
is capable of handling all of your 
corporate telecommunication 
needs. When an emergency arises 
our response crews are ready to roll 
out on the shortest call out time in 
the industry twenty four hours a 
day seven days a week three hun-
dred and sixty five days of the year. 
Based out of Saskatoon, Saskatch-
ewan MCN is there to provide the 
best service in all locations across 
Western Canada.

MCN is available to you to troubleshoot, maintain and in-
form you on the status of your current network and possi-
ble expansions. Everything from new security implementa-
tion, to complete redesign. These services are available on 
a per-call basis, or in the form of a service contract. Typi-
cal contracts involve: regular network checking, adding 
and removing of IP’s, subnet maintenance, domain setup 
and maintenance, troubleshooting and resolving of prob-
lems on the network, troubleshooting of related hardware 
attached to the network, setup and changes to security 
polices, adding and removing of users, or the implementa-
tion of filtering and anti-spam solutions.

Intelligence for your data network.

MCN runs a powerful monitoring system, highly effective 
in minimizing network down time. Whether power outage, 
device failure, or deliberate tampering, MCN will alert you 
to the breach.

You can easily review your network status and activity 
reports by simply logging in to our monitoring system. 
Quickly asses the status and activity, in and out, of specific 
servers, switches and terminals on your network; any time 
of the day or night, from anywhere with internet access. 

Be in charge of your data security. See for yourself when 
service has been interrupted and take control of getting 
back online with MCN.

Network Maintenance and Monitor


